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Abstract
Itoˆ’s contributions lie at the root of stochastic calculus and of the theory of excursions. These ideas
are also very useful in the study of conformally invariant two-dimensional structures, via conformal loop
ensembles, excursions of Schramm–Loewner evolutions and Poisson point processes of Brownian loops.
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In 1969–1970, Kiyosi Itoˆ developed the excursion theory of Markov processes [5,6] which
had a deep influence on probability theory. Shortly after that, Paul-Andre´ Meyer wrote a review
paper [15] at the Se´minaire de Probabilite´s de Strasbourg, in which he highlights some of Itoˆ’s
ideas, and this was then followed by numerous related works throughout the world.
The goal of the present paper is not to give a historical account of all these developments.
Instead, we will first briefly recall in a self-contained way some basic aspects of the excursion
theory of Brownian motion and Bessel processes. We will then show in an informal way how
such ideas can in fact be used in the two-dimensional setting, in order to understand and
study structures that appear naturally as scaling limits of critical systems in statistical physics.
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Itoˆ’s theories of stochastic calculus, excursions and Poisson point processes turn out to marry
remarkably well with conformal invariance.
1. One-dimensional processes
In this first section, we browse through the definition of Poisson point processes and Itoˆ’s
excursion measure for one-dimensional Brownian motion and Bessel processes. The same
objects are in fact also discussed elsewhere in the present volume and we will therefore be rather
brief.
1.1. Poisson point processes
Let us first recall the basics of the theory of Poisson point processes. Everything is based on
the following simple fact: When N1 and N2 are two independent Poisson random variables with
respective means λ1 and λ2, then N1 + N2 is a Poisson random variable with mean λ1 + λ2.
Suppose now that (U,U) is a measurable space, and that m is a σ -finite measure on this space.
The process (N (A), A ∈ U), indexed by A in the σ -field U and taking values in N ∪ {∞}, is
called a Poisson process with intensity m if it satisfies the following properties:
• For any A1, . . . , Ak that are disjoint elements of U , the k random variables N (A1), . . . ,
N (Ak) are independent.
• When A1 and A2 are disjoint, then N (A1)+ N (A2) = N (A1 ∪ A2) almost surely.
• For any A ∈ U , N (A) is a Poisson random variable with mean m(A) (and if m(A) = ∞ then
N (A) is equal to infinity almost surely).
Note that this property characterizes uniquely the law of the Poisson point process because
it describes its finite-dimensional distributions. Also, it is not difficult to check (for instance via
Kolmogorov’s extension theorem) that for each given (U,U ,m), such a Poisson point process
exists.
One can informally view N as a process that is planting independently a discrete set of points
in different parts of U , according to the intensity m. More precisely, one can interpret the Poisson
point process as a random collection of points p in U such that for each A, N (A) is the number
of points p that are in A.
It can be convenient to add a “time component” to such constructions. For instance, one can
study a Poisson point process N with intensity Leb⊗ m on [0,∞)×U (where Leb denotes the
Lebesgue measure on [0,+∞)). This corresponds to the intuitive idea that a new point “appears”
in A during the time interval of length d` with probability d`×m(A). For each given ` ≥ 0, one
can then define, for each A ∈ U ,
N`(A) = N ([0, `] × A)
and check that N` is a Poisson point process with intensity `m. The function N`(·) describes the
set of points that appeared before time `.
A first natural example that one can of course have in mind is the Poisson process on the line.
In this case, the set U is just a singleton and m the Dirac mass on its unique element.
1.2. Random walk excursions, Brownian motion excursions
Itoˆ’s approach shows how useful it can be to consider the case where U is a space of paths
(i.e. of excursions).
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Fig. 1. The first five excursions of X .









Fig. 2. Reflected Brownian motion on the time interval [0, 1].
Suppose now that (Sn, n ≥ 0) is a symmetric simple random walk on the set of integers Z
(i.e. S0 = 0 and at each time, one tosses a fair coin to decide whether Sn+1 − Sn is equal to +1
or −1). Let Xn = |Sn|. Note that (Xn, n ≥ 0) is a simple Markov chain on N.
We define for each integer ` ≥ 0 the `-th return time τ` to the origin of X . In other words,
τ0 = 0 and for each ` ≥ 0, τ`+1 = min{n > τ` : Xn = 0}. When ` ≥ 1, e` = (Xτ`−1+n, n ≤
τ`− τ`−1) is called the `-th excursion of X away from the origin (see Fig. 1). The strong Markov
property applied to (Xn, n ≥ 0) implies immediately that the excursions (e`, ` ≥ 1) are i.i.d., and
it is easy to describe their law: one has e`(0) = 0, e`(1) = 1, and then e` continues like a simple
random walk stopped at its first time of return to the origin. Clearly, one can reconstruct the whole
(reflected) simple random walk X by concatenating the i.i.d. sequence of excursions (e`, ` ≥ 1).
Note in particular that the time durations (τ` − τ`−1, ` ≥ 1) of the excursions form an i.i.d.
sequence, and that one can recover the set of times at which the random walk visits the origin if
one knows this sequence.
When A goes to infinity, the process t 7→ X A(t) = X[At]/
√
A converges to the absolute
value of a Brownian motion (in an appropriate topology; see for instance [7]), see Fig. 2. One
can wonder what happens to the above decomposition of the random walk into excursions. An
obvious difficulty is that the Brownian motion makes almost surely infinitely many visits to the
origin on any time interval [0, t] (when t > 0). Hence, we cannot simply define the Brownian
motion as the concatenation of an i.i.d. sequence of excursions. On the other hand, Brownian
paths are almost surely continuous, and this makes the following construction possible: We say
that an excursion e is a continuous function (e(s), s ≤ τ) such that e(0) = e(τ ) = 0 and e > 0
on the interval (0, τ ). Its length τ = τ(e) is called the time duration of the excursion.
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There exists a measure n on the set E of excursions, called the Itoˆ measure, such that one can
construct a reflected Brownian motion as follows:
• Consider a Poisson point process of excursions on [0,∞)× E with intensity Leb⊗ n.
• For each ` > 0, infinitely many excursions appeared before “time” `, i.e. N`(E) = ∞.
However, the cumulated time duration of all these excursions is finite. In other words, the sum
of all τ(e) for all excursions that appeared before ` is finite.
• This makes it possible to define the concatenation of all excursions in their order of appearance
despite the fact that there are infinitely many of them. The law of this concatenation is then
that of a reflected Brownian motion.
The Itoˆ measure n can be described as follows: First define the measure P on Brownian
paths started at  > 0 and stopped at their first time of hitting the origin. Note that because of the
optional stopping theorem, a Brownian motion started at a positive level  has a probability /x
of reaching x >  before 0. One can then describe the measure n as the limit when  goes to 0
of −1 × P (provided one is looking at this in the correct topology).
This definition shows that the n-mass of the set of excursions that reach height (at least) x
is equal to 1/x . The scaling property of Brownian motion then shows that for some constant c,
the n-mass of the set of excursions that have time duration at least t is c/
√
t (the constant c in
fact turns out to be
√
2/pi ) which corresponds to a time length density that is a constant multiple
of t−3/2.
A consequence of the decomposition of Brownian motion into excursions is that the zero-set
of Brownian motion (i.e. the set of times t at which the Brownian motion is equal to zero) can be
described via a Poisson point process of intensity d`dt/t3/2 on R+×R+. Indeed, one just needs
to keep track of the time durations τ(e) of all excursions and of the order in which they appear
to recover the zero-set. An equivalent way of phrasing this is that the zero-set is the range of a
stable subordinator (τ`, ` ≥ 0) of index 1/2. This corresponds to the Le´vy–Itoˆ decomposition of
this stable subordinator (e.g. [4,2]).
1.3. Scale-invariant diffusions
In many contexts, one-dimensional Markov processes with scale invariance properties show
up naturally (for instance in the study of local times, or in Lamperti’s representation of the
exponential of Brownian motion with drift). One can try to classify them all, i.e. one can
in particular look for all Markov processes with continuous paths that have the same scaling
property as Brownian motion: (Y At = YAt/
√
A, t ≥ 0) has the same distribution as (Yt , t ≥ 0)
(for other scaling properties, one can then just take powers of those processes Y ).
The answer is quite simple to guess if one uses Itoˆ’s stochastic calculus. Such a process Y has
to be the solution of a stochastic differential equation
dYt = σ(Yt )dBt + b(Yt )dt, Y0 = 0
where σ and b have the right scaling behavior, i.e. where σ is constant and b(x) = β/x for
some constant β. It can be shown that when β ≥ −σ 2/2, this process exists (it can be cleaner to
first look for solutions of the stochastic differential equation that should be satisfied by Y 2; see
for instance [17], Chapter XI). When σ = 1, Y is called a d-dimensional Bessel process where
d = 1+ 2β, i.e. β = (d − 1)/2. When d is a positive integer, it has the law of the modulus of a
d-dimensional Brownian motion. When d = 1, Y is a reflected Brownian motion.
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When d ≥ 2, the process stays forever positive, i.e. almost surely, Yt > 0 for all positive
t . But when d ∈ (0, 2), just as in the case of Brownian motion, the origin is recurrent for the
Markov process Y and it is possible to decompose the Bessel process via a Poisson point process
of “Bessel excursions” away from the origin.
All these considerations follow from the fact that (when d 6= 2 and t0 > 0) the process
(Y 2−dt , t ≥ t0) is a local martingale (up to its hitting time of the origin); more precisely, it is a
true martingale for d ∈ (0, 2) and a strict local martingale for d > 2. For instance, the same
optional stopping argument as in the Brownian case shows that if one considers a Bessel process
of dimension d ∈ (0, 2), the mass (for the Bessel excursion measure) of the set of excursions that
reach level x is 1/x2−d . The scaling property then shows that the mass of the set of excursions of
time length at least t is equal to c/t1−d/2 for some constant c. In other words, the time length has
a density c′/t2−d/2. The zero-set of a Bessel process of dimension d ∈ (0, 2) can be recovered
from a Poisson point process of intensity d`dt/t2−d/2. For a discussion of these Poisson point
processes and associated Itoˆ measures, see e.g. [16]. This zero-set is also the range of a stable
subordinator with index α = 1− (d/2).
2. Planar Brownian excursions, loops and their conformal invariance
2.1. Conformal invariance of planar Brownian motion
As shown by Paul Le´vy [13], the image of planar Brownian motion under angle-preserving
maps is still a Brownian motion up to time reparametrization. More precisely, suppose that D is
some open domain and that z0 ∈ D. Consider a one-to-one angle-preserving map Φ from D onto
some other domain D′. Preserving angles (and their orientation) in fact means that Φ is analytic:
it is a “conformal map” from D onto D′. In this context, it is often useful to view D as a subset
of the complex plane (and Φ can then be interpreted as a power series). This makes it possible to
define the complex derivatives Φ′ and so on.
The usual way in which conformal invariance of planar Brownian motion is stated goes as
follows. Consider a two-dimensional Brownian motion (Z t , t ≥ 0). Define the exit time τ of D
by Z . As long as t < τ , the point Z t belongs to D and Φ(Z t ) can be defined. Note also that if
τ <∞, then the process Φ(Z t ) hits the boundary of D′ at τ .
Consider on the other hand a Brownian motion Z ′ in D′ started from z′0 = Φ(z0) that is
stopped at its first exit time τ ′ from D′. Then, modulo increasing time reparametrizations, the
laws of the two processes (Φ(Z t ), t ≤ τ) and (Z ′t , t ≤ τ ′) are identical. One way to prove this is
to use Itoˆ’s formula (using the fact that both the real and imaginary parts of Φ are harmonic) and
the Dubins–Schwarz theorem (see for instance [17]).
In other words, for each choice of (D, z), one can define the law PD,z of a random trajectory:
the Brownian motion started from z and stopped at its exit time of D. This family is conformally
invariant in the sense that for any one-to-one conformal map Φ : D → D′, the image of PD,z
under the map Φ is (if one forgets about time parametrizations) PD′,Φ(z).
2.2. Conformal invariance of Brownian excursions
One can wonder whether there exist σ -finite measures on paths that are invariant under a larger
collection of conformal maps. For instance, what sort of natural conformally invariant measures
on Brownian paths can one define if one is just given a planar domain D and no specified starting
point?
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Fig. 3. A Brownian excursion in the unit disc.
A first example is very closely related to Itoˆ’s ideas: It is the Brownian excursion measure
away from ∂D. Let us first define it in the case where the domain D is the unit disc U. Suppose
that a Brownian motion is started from a point chosen uniformly on the circle of radius e−u < 1.
Suppose that v > u (so that e−v < e−u < 1). Because z 7→ log |z| is a harmonic function on
C \ {0}, it is easy to see that the probability that the Brownian motion hits the circle of radius
e−v before the unit circle is just u/v. Furthermore, conditionally on this event, the law of this
hitting point is uniformly distributed on the circle of radius e−v , and one can apply the strong
Markov property to describe the law of the Brownian motion after this time. This leads naturally
to the following definition, very closely related to the Itoˆ excursion measure construction that we
recalled in the previous section: For each u > 0, let µu denote the measure of total mass 1/u
defined as 1/u times the law of a Brownian motion started uniformly on the circle of radius e−u ,
and stopped at its first hitting time of the unit circle (see Fig. 3 for a sample of a large excursion
in the unit disk). Note that under µu the mass of the curves that hit the circle of radius e−v (for a
given v > u) is 1/v.
Hence, one has a compatibility relation similar to that for the one-dimensional case that readily
implies that in some appropriate topology, the measures µu converge when u → 0 to an infinite
measure µ on two-dimensional paths that start and end on the unit circle. More precisely:
• µ is a measure on continuous paths (Z t , t ≤ τ) such that Z0 ∈ ∂U, Zτ ∈ ∂U and Z(0, τ ) ∈ U.
• For each positive v, the total mass of the set Av of paths that intersect the circle e−v∂U is 1/v.
On Av , vµ is a probability measure. Under this measure, the law of the paths after their first
hitting time of e−v∂U is exactly the law of Brownian paths started uniformly on the circle
e−v∂U and stopped at their first exit time of the unit disc.
Note that under the measure µ, the process log(1/|Z |) is defined (up to time reparametriza-
tion) according to the one-dimensional Itoˆ measure n.
Analogous constructions can be performed in other dimensions. But here, a special feature
related to conformal invariance occurs: The measure µ that we have just described is invariant
(modulo time reparametrizations) under any conformal transformation of the unit disc onto itself.
Recall that there is a three-dimensional family of such maps, which consists of the Moebius
transformations: For any three distinct points a, b and c ordered clockwise on the unit circle, there
exists one such Moebius transformation which satisfies Φ(i) = a, Φ(1) = b and Φ(−i) = c.
At first sight, this may seem surprising. One can “squeeze” parts of the boundary (for instance
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Fig. 4. A Brownian loop (sketch).
if a and b are chosen to be very close) without changing the measure. This is possible precisely
because the measure µ is infinite.
In fact, one can use a similar idea to construct a measureµD on two-dimensional excursions in
any open domain D. Then, the conformal invariance can be stated as follows: For any conformal
map from D onto D′, the image of µD under this conformal map is µD′ . Alternatively, one can
define µD in any simply connected domain as the conformal image of µ by a given conformal
map Φ from U onto D.
As explained in [11,31], this strong conformal invariance of the Brownian excursion measure
makes it already possible to relate many properties of planar Brownian motion to that of other
two-dimensional structures (in particular the SLE processes that we will discuss in a moment).
This was for instance a step in the proof [9] of the fact that the Hausdorff dimension of the outer
boundary of the planar Brownian paths is 4/3.
2.3. Conformal invariance of Brownian loops
Another useful example is provided by the Brownian loop measure, which we shall denote
by λ. This is a natural measure on Brownian continuous loops in the plane that is defined so
as to be scale invariant and translation invariant. One important feature of its definition is that
one looks at “unrooted” loops, i.e. one identifies two loops if one is obtained by some monotone
reparametrization of the other.
A precise definition of the Brownian loop measure goes as follows: Define first the law P of
the planar Brownian loop of duration 1 that starts and ends at the origin (see Fig. 4 for a sample
of a Brownian loop), that we now view as an unrooted loop. We then construct a translation-
invariant and scale-invariant measure by considering the product measure d2z⊗ (dr/r)⊗dP(γ ).
Under this measure, we can define the unrooted loop r × (z + γ ). The measure λ is then the






P(r(z + γ ) ∈ A).
This loop measure λ is again an infinite measure, just like the Itoˆ excursion measure. Its definition
ensures immediately that it is scale invariant and translation invariant.
For any open domain D, one can define the measure λD as λ restricted to the set of loops that
stay in D. These measures λD have the same conformal invariance property as the µD’s: For any
conformal transformation Φ from D onto D′, the law of the image of λD under Φ is λD′ .
Note that in the case where D′ ⊂ D, there are two equivalent ways to deduce λD′ when one
knows λD: Either via conformal invariance, or via restriction (i.e. just restrict λD to those loops
that stay in D′). This is closely related to the conformal restriction properties described in [10,31]
that provide yet another way to tie links between Brownian motion and SLE processes.
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3. More two-dimensional structures
3.1. Scaling limits, the Ising model
Many models from statistical physics can be viewed as random colorings of a graph into two
colors (black and white, say). The law of this random coloring is not necessarily uniform, and
the colors at different points can depend on each other (this is for instance the case in the famous
Ising model). When one considers a family of probability measures Pβ (each Pβ corresponds to
a random way of coloring the graph) that depends on a parameter β, it can happen that, roughly
speaking, for large β one color is typically invading most sites, whereas this does not hold any
more for small β (more precisely, this notion of majority/invasion/winning should be understood
for each fixed β in the limit when the graph becomes infinite). Then, there can exist a critical
value βc that separates these two regimes, i.e. there is a phase transition. Such systems (when
β = βc) are often called “critical systems”. One is interested in the limit of such critical systems
when the mesh size of the grid goes to zero (or alternatively when the size of the graph goes to
infinity).
In the discrete setting, a convenient way of describing the system may be to look at interfaces
between clusters of different colors. More precisely, suppose for simplicity that for each finite
portion F of the hexagonal lattice, we have a random coloring of the faces of F (i.e. each
hexagonal cell is black or white). Then, one can describe this coloring via the family of interfaces
between white and black clusters as depicted in the next paragraph.
One way to look at the large scale behavior of such a system goes as follows: Consider a
simply connected bounded domain D, and for each small δ, consider a discrete approximation
Dδ of D on the grid of small mesh size δ. Consider the law PδD of the random discrete interfaces
that one can draw on Dδ , when one chooses the parameter to be equal to its critical value βc.
It is believed that in many critical models (and in several important natural cases, this is
proved to hold), when D is fixed and δ goes to 0, then the law PδD converges to some law PD
of “continuous loop configurations” in D (in some appropriate topology). Furthermore, the laws
PD for various D’s are related via conformal invariance: If D and D′ are two bounded simply
connected open subsets of the plane, if one chooses an angle-preserving bijection Φ from D
onto D′ (recall that Riemann’s mapping theorem asserts that such maps always exist), and if the
collection (γ j ) j∈J of loops is sampled according to PD , then the law of (Φ(γ j )) j∈J is PD′ .
Models for which this statement has been proved to hold include percolation and the Ising
model. In both cases, the proofs are due to Stas Smirnov [26–29]; see also [30] for an overview.
The key point is finding some discrete (exact or approximate) analyticity property in the discrete
model, and controlling it in the limit of fine mesh.
Let us describe in more detail the case of the Ising model. On a discrete finite graph G, one
chooses a configuration among all colorings σ that assign to each site one of two colors. We can
therefore view σ as a mapping from the set S of sites into {−1,+1}. For each configuration σ ,
we count the number N (σ ) of neighboring sites x and y such that σ(x) 6= σ(y). Note that in the
description of the system via its interfaces, this can be interpreted as the cumulated length of all
interfaces. For a given β, the measure Pβ is chosen in such a way that for each coloring
Pβ(σ ) = 1Zβ e
−βN (σ ),
where Zβ = ∑σ e−βN (σ ) is the normalizing constant chosen in order to ensure that Pβ is a
probability measure.
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Fig. 5. A sample with + (i.e. black) boundary conditions.
Fig. 6. The corresponding loop configuration.
In the context of the Ising model, it is in fact very natural to introduce boundary conditions.
More precisely, if G is a simply connected bounded portion of the triangular grid, then one can
define ∂G as the set of points of G that lie on its boundary (i.e. such that one of their neighbors is
not in G). Then, one defines the Ising model P+β with+ boundary conditions in G as the measure
Pβ conditioned by the fact that for all sites x ∈ ∂G, σ(x) = +1 (see Fig. 5).
In this example, one can associate its loop configuration as depicted in Fig. 6.
Note that the description of the probability of a loop configuration is simple: it is proportional
to e−βL , where L denotes the total (cumulated) length of all loops (because each edge on a loop
corresponds to two disagreeing neighbors in the Ising model).
Let us call P+D the scaling limit of this random collection of loops (as described before,
i.e. taking a fixed domain and letting the mesh of the lattice go to zero) when β is suitably




A variant of the previous model is to choose two fixed boundary points a and b on ∂D. This
divides ∂D into two paths that we will call ∂+ and ∂−. Then, one can consider the discrete model
where one conditions σ on a discrete approximation of ∂D by
σ(x) = 1x∈∂δ+ − 1x∈∂δ− .
Note (see Fig. 7) that in this case, one adds an “open interface” from a to b to the collection of
loops. Let us name as γ δ this additional random path from a to b in Dδ .
Oded Schramm [19] made a key observation that enabled him to construct the candidates
for the scaling limit γ of the random curves γ δ when the mesh of the lattice goes to 0. Before
describing his argument, let us first define the notion of “half-plane capacity” of a set A in the
upper half-plane. If A ⊂ H is a bounded set such that H \ A is simply connected, then one can
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Fig. 7. Mixed boundary conditions: The path γ δ .
Fig. 8. The conformal map gt .
define the half-plane capacity of A denoted by c(A) as the unique real such that there exists a
Riemann mapping gA from H \ A onto H with
gA(z) = z + c(A)z + o(1/z)
as z → ∞. The quantity c(A) is one way to measure “the size” of A seen from ∞ in H (in
particular A 7→ c(A) is increasing). Note that for positive λ, c(λA) = λ2c(A).
Now, here is Oded Schramm’s argument:
• If conformal invariance holds, then it is enough to describe the law PD,a,b of γ for one
particular choice of D, a, b. It is particularly natural to choose D to be the upper half-plane,
and the boundary points to be a = 0 and b = ∞.
• The law of the scaling limit should inherit from the discrete model the following “exploration
property”: If γ is parametrized from a to b, then the law of γ [t,∞) conditional on γ [0, t] is
PD\γ [0,t],γ (t),b.
When (D, a, b) = (H, 0,∞), it is natural to choose to parametrize γ (defined from 0 to∞ in
the upper half-plane) in such a way that c(γ [0, t]) grows linearly with t and to define
wt = gt (γt )
where gt from now on denotes gγ [0,t] (see Fig. 8).
The combination of the previous two observations shows that for each t ≥ 0, the law of the
curve gt (γ [t,∞)) − wt given γ [0, t] is identical to PH,0,∞. In particular, this implies that the
process t 7→ wt has stationary increments.
Note that this description is closely related to Brownian scaling. More precisely, suppose that
a curve (γt ) is parametrized as before and that γ and Aγ have the same distribution (modulo
reparametrization) — this should be the case if γ is obtained via a scaling limit procedure. Then,
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the “driving function” w has been chosen in such a way that (wt , t ≥ 0) and (A−1wA2t , t ≥ 0)
have the same law.
But the only continuous Markov processes with stationary independent increments that satisfy
the Brownian scaling property are the processes
wt = √κB(t), t ≥ 0
where B is an ordinary one-dimensional Brownian motion and κ is a non-negative constant.
On the other hand, the Loewner–Kufarev theory of slit mapping [14] shows that it is possible
to reconstruct the curve γ from the functionw. More precisely, for each z that is not on the curve,
∂t (gt (z)) = 2gt (z)− wt and g0(z) = z
when one chooses the time parametrization in such a way that c(γ [0, t]) = 2t . When the process
w is a multiple of a Brownian motion, the curve obtained, γ , is called by Oded Schramm a
stochastic Loewner evolution with parameter κ [19].
The theory of SLE processes is rich and we do not want to go into its details in the present
paper (for instance, when κ > 4, the SLE process is not a simple curve any longer and the
previous definitions have to be slightly modified). The important features that we would like
to emphasize here are that the combination of exploration and conformal invariance makes
it possible to discover in a one-dimensional way these continuous interfaces, and that one is
then back in the world of one-dimensional stochastic processes. One can define γ starting from
a one-dimensional Brownian motion, via Loewner’s non-linear ordinary differential equation.
The Hausdorff dimension of the curve can be in fact computed in terms of κ (see [1,18]). For
background, results and references on SLE, we refer to [8].
In fact, there is a very close relationship between SLE(κ) and the Bessel process of dimension
d(κ) = 1+ 4
κ
.
In some sense, SLE(κ) is a way to represent the flow of the stochastic differential equation of the





as a point in the complex plane, then Loewner’s equation becomes
dZ zt = dBt +
2dt
κZ zt
, Z z0 = z.
This should not really be surprising since we have just explained that Bessel processes are the
only diffusions with Brownian scaling.
This equation allows one to construct the SLEκ curve γ from the origin to infinity in the upper
half-plane. In order to define the SLE from one boundary point a to another boundary point b of
a simply connected domain D, one just has to take the image of γ under a fixed conformal map
from H onto D that maps 0 onto a and∞ onto b.
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Fig. 9. The conformal map ft (sketch).
Fig. 10. An SLE path (sketch) and an SLE excursion (sketch).
3.3. An SLE excursion measure
Let us now consider an SLE process of parameter κ in the upper half-plane, from the positive
real boundary point x0 to 0. Suppose that we parametrize the curve by its half-plane capacity
“seen from infinity”: we get a continuous curve (γt , t ≤ τ), where τ is now a random variable (it
is the capacity seen from infinity of the whole SLE curve from x0 to 0). Note that scaling implies
that the law of τ/x20 does not depend on x0.
For each t ≥ 0, we define the conformal map ft from the unbounded connected component
of H \ γ [0, t] onto H such that ft (0) = 0 and ft (z) ∼ z as z →∞ (see Fig. 9). We then define
X t = ft (γt ).
The SLE’s exploration property and its scaling property imply readily that X is a continuous
Markov process with Brownian scaling that is stopped at its first hitting time of the origin. Hence,
it is the multiple of a Bessel process of a certain dimension δ = δ(κ), stopped at its first hitting
time of 0. It turns out (see e.g. [22]) that
δ(κ) = 3− 8
κ
.
We see that (when κ < 8) the probability that the SLEκ curve from x0 to 0 has a capacity greater
than 1 decays (up to a multiplicative constant) like x (8/κ)−10 as x0 → 0. This makes it very natural
to define an SLEκ excursion measure νκ as the limit when x0 → 0, of x1−(8/κ)0 times the law
of SLEκ in H from x0 to 0 (see Fig. 10). The measure νκ obtained in this way is then a σ -finite
measure, supported on the set of loops (sometimes also called “bubbles”) in H that are rooted at
the origin. This is the SLEκ excursion measure.
Note that up to a positive multiplicative constant, this is nothing else than the picture, in
the complex plane, of the loop defined by the flow of the excursion of a Bessel process of
dimension δ.
Under νκ , the mass of excursions of capacity greater than t is then a constant times t (1/2)−(4/κ).
Recall that when δ ≤ 0 (this corresponds here to κ ≤ 8/3), it is not possible to define a process
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Fig. 11. The two loop configurations, when U is the top half-disc, the set U∗ and the loops that it contains.
out of a Poisson point process of Bessel excursions of dimension δ (the cumulated time durations
would explode if one tried to glue together a Poisson point process of such excursions). We see
that the range κ ∈ (8/3, 8) seems to play a special role here.
3.4. CLEs
Let us now describe the properties that the scaling limit of the Ising model loops should a
priori satisfy. This notion of CLE is introduced and studied in [24,25].
A configuration will be a countable collection Γ = (γ j , j ∈ J ) of (unparametrized) simple
loops in the plane. More precisely, we say that (γ j , j ∈ J ) is a simple loop configuration in the
bounded simply connected domain D if the following properties are satisfied:
• For each j ∈ J , the loop γ j is a simple loop in D.
• For each j 6= j ′ ∈ J , the loops γ j and γ j ′ are disjoint and not nested (neither loop surrounds
the other one).
• For each  > 0, only finitely many loops γ j have a diameter greater than .
We say that the random simple loop configuration Γ = (γ j , j ∈ J ) in the unit disc U is a
conformal loop ensemble (CLE) if:
• It is almost surely non-empty.
• The law of Γ is invariant under any conformal transformation from U onto itself. In fact,
this invariance makes it possible to define the law of the loop ensemble ΓD in any simply
connected domain D 6= C as the law of the image of Γ under any given conformal map Φ
from U onto D (this is because the law of this image does not depend on the actual choice of
Φ). One can also define the law of a loop ensemble in any open domain D 6= C that is the
union of disjoint open simply connected sets by taking independent loop ensembles in each
of the connected components of D. We call this law PD .
• Suppose that U is a simply connected subset of the unit disc. Define
I = I (Γ ,U ) = { j ∈ J : γ j 6⊂ U }
and J ∗ = J˜ (Γ ,U ) = J \ I = { j ∈ J : γ j ⊂ U }. Define the (random) set U∗, obtained by
removing from U all the interior domains of the loops γi for i ∈ I . This set U∗ is an open
subset of U (because of the local finiteness condition). Then (for any such U ), the following
property holds: the conditional law of (γ j , j ∈ J ∗) given U∗ (or alternatively given the family
(γi , i ∈ I )) is identical to PU∗ (see Fig. 11).
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Fig. 12. A nested loop configuration and its outermost loops.
This definition is motivated by the fact that for many discrete loop models which are
conjectured to be conformally invariant in the scaling limit, the discrete analog of this third
property holds. Examples include the critical Ising model on the triangular grid with+ boundary
conditions that we have described above.
The non-nesting property is not really restrictive even if the discrete models allow nested
loops. The CLE in fact describes (when the domain D is fixed) the conjectural scaling limit of
the law of the “outermost loops” (those that are not surrounded by any other one in the model).
In the discrete models, those are the first loops that one can discover “from the outside”. Given
the outermost loops, the remaining loops are just made of independent copies of the model in the
interior of each of the discovered loops. Hence, the conjectural scaling limit of the full family of
loops is obtained by iteratively defining CLEs (see Fig. 12).
3.5. CLEs and SLE excursions
Let us now work in the discrete case and look at the Ising model in a bounded domain D with
+ boundary conditions. Let us fix a point x on the boundary and explore step by step the status
of the spins in D as follows: We move from x to one of its neighbors y. If σ(y) = +1, then we
continue to explore the inside of D \ y. Note that given that σ(y) = +1, this is an Ising model
with+1 boundary conditions. If on the other hand, σ(y) = −1, then we have to explore an Ising
model in D \ {y} with mixed boundary conditions. We then explore, as the discrete exploration
processes do, along the interface separating the −1 cluster containing y from the +1 cluster
containing ∂D. When we do go around this −1 cluster, we are again in the situation where the
domain that needs to be explored is with+1 boundary conditions, and we can start the procedure
again. Note that typically (if the domain is large and if the temperature is the critical one), when
one encounters a y with σ(y) = −1, the cluster containing y will be small and will consist only
of a handful of sites. However, we know that large −1 clusters exist, so from time to time, the
exploration procedure will encounter a −1 cluster of size comparable to that of D.
In the scaling limit, this suggests that there exists a way to explore CLEs as follows: One
enters continuously inside the domain, and each time one meets a CLE loop, one goes around it
as an SLE would do, and then one continues. However, things are somewhat more complicated
because CLE loops are dense in the domain. A little bit like in the one-dimensional theory
of Brownian excursions, this means that there is no “first loop” as one immediately discovers
infinitely many. Then, there is the additional difficulty that the “order” of discovery is not a priori
fixed. However, intuitively (and this can be made rigorous; see [24]), it seems that whatever
“Markovian” way one chooses to enter into D, one will discover a Poisson point process of SLE-
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Fig. 13. Three possible (Markovian) ways of discovering the PPP of SLE excursions (sketch).
type loops. Furthermore, the law of the CLE can be characterized by the measure of the SLE
loops, i.e. by the value of κ . The main result of [24] is that indeed:
• If Γ is a CLE, then its loops are all SLEκ -type loops for some κ ∈ (8/3, 4].
• Conversely, for each κ ∈ (8/3, 4], there exists at most one CLE consisting of SLEκ -type loop.
Loosely speaking, this shows that studying CLEs amounts, via a “geometric” procedure
of discovery of its loops, to studying a Poisson point process of complex Bessel excursions.
In particular, when one enters a CLE, the “sizes” (viewed as capacities seen from any given
boundary point) of the loops that one discovers will be distributed just as the durations of the
Bessel excursions of the corresponding dimension δ(κ). Note that this property is valid in fact
for any (“Markovian”) way to discover the loops in a CLE and for any fixed point. This shows
that there are infinitely many (correlated) stable subordinators in a CLE (see Fig. 13).
Let us mention here that CLEs and SLEs (especially when κ = 4) are closely related to the
Gaussian free field (see [20,3]).
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3.6. Brownian loop soups and CLEs
In order to construct CLEs and to show that for each κ ∈ (8/3, 4] the CLE with SLEκ loops
does indeed exist, one can use the following procedure based on the Brownian loop measure
(see [25] for details).
Consider a simply connected domain D. Recall that the measure λD is the measure on
(unrooted) Brownian loops in the domain D. For each positive real c, we construct the Brownian
loop soup (see [12]) with intensity c: This is a Poisson point process of Brownian loops in D
with intensity cλD . Recall that λD is scale invariant, so the λD mass of the set of small loops is
infinite. Hence, there almost surely exist infinitely many loops in a loop soup.
It is worth stressing that a loop soup is very different from a collection of CLE loops. The
loops in the loop soup can overlap (recall that, loosely speaking, one can say that they are chosen
“independently”), whereas the loops in a CLE are disjoint (and not independent at all). However,
it turns out that there is a relation between these two random collections of loops. It goes as
follows:
One can define “clusters” of Brownian loops by declaring two loops γ and γ ′ in a loop soup
to be in the same cluster if there is a finite chain γ0 = γ, γ1, . . . , γn = γ ′ of loops in the loop
soup such that γ j ∩ γ j−1 6= ∅ for j = 1, . . . , n. In other words, one looks at the connected
components of the union of the loops in the loop soup.
When c is small (more precisely, not larger than some positive critical value c0) it turns out
that there exist almost surely infinitely many disjoint clusters in a loop soup. One can then look
at the “outer boundaries” of the “outermost clusters”, i.e. the clusters that are not surrounded by
any other given cluster. These boundaries form a countable family of disjoint loops in D. The
conformal invariance and the restriction property of λD can be used to argue that this collection of
disjoint loops is in fact a CLE. Furthermore, it turns out that each value of c in (0, c0] corresponds
in a one-to-one way to a value of κ in (8/3, 4]. In other words, CLEs are outer boundaries of
Poisson point processes of intensity given by the scale-invariant measure on Brownian loops.
This construction therefore provides a way to couple all CLEs such that the loops become
“larger” when c increases. Therefore, the corresponding stable subordinators are also coupled in
a rather complicated way!
For further properties of CLEs (fractal dimensions, exploration via SLE trees etc.), see
also [21,23].
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